We report experimental results on the composition and crystallography of oxides formed on NiCrMo alloys during both high-temperature oxidation and aqueous corrosion experiments. Detailed characterization using transmission electron microscopy and diffraction, aberration-corrected chemical analysis, and atom probe tomography shows unexpected combinations of composition and crystallography, far outside thermodynamic solubility limits. The results are explained using a theory for nonequilibrium solute capture that combines thermodynamic, kinetic, and density functional theory analyses. In this predictive nonequilibrium framework, the composition and crystallography are controlled by the rapidly moving interface. The theoretical framework explains the unusual combinations of composition and crystallography, which we predict will be common for many other systems in oxidation and corrosion, and other solid-state processes involving nonequilibrium moving interfaces. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.145701 Every metal, with the sole exception of gold, is unstable in air relative to its oxide at room temperature. The only reason they can be used in many applications is because protective oxide films form that limit further oxidation; many metals in aerospace, medical, nuclear, solar, geothermal, and spent nuclear fuel disposal rely on a protective, nanoscale oxide film. Although much of the general science of how the oxides form is known, there are still gaps. Much of our current knowledge is from the mesoscale down to several nanometers, but multiple processes over wide spatial and temporal scales control their nucleation, composition, stability, and structure. Understanding and predicting oxide growth is critically important if we are to move beyond remedial treatment and coating of metallic surfaces or empirical alloy composition selection towards science-guided alloy design. This is becoming increasingly urgent with aging infrastructure in the developed world, the use of metallic alloys in increasingly harsh environments, as well as the ever-increasing costs of failure of corroded components.
Every metal, with the sole exception of gold, is unstable in air relative to its oxide at room temperature. The only reason they can be used in many applications is because protective oxide films form that limit further oxidation; many metals in aerospace, medical, nuclear, solar, geothermal, and spent nuclear fuel disposal rely on a protective, nanoscale oxide film. Although much of the general science of how the oxides form is known, there are still gaps. Much of our current knowledge is from the mesoscale down to several nanometers, but multiple processes over wide spatial and temporal scales control their nucleation, composition, stability, and structure. Understanding and predicting oxide growth is critically important if we are to move beyond remedial treatment and coating of metallic surfaces or empirical alloy composition selection towards science-guided alloy design. This is becoming increasingly urgent with aging infrastructure in the developed world, the use of metallic alloys in increasingly harsh environments, as well as the ever-increasing costs of failure of corroded components.
We demonstrate here that unusual combinations of structure and chemical composition are a general phenomenon in these oxide films and provide a predictive explanation building upon the well-established science of nonequilibrium interfaces [1] , extended to moving oxide-substrate interfaces. The experimental evidence indicates that rather than analyzing the development of these oxides using crystallography, chemical composition, or concepts based upon equilibrium thermodynamics, one has to analyze both the crystallography and chemistry, combining these with a nonequilibrium approach.
We use "nonequilibrium" deliberately to denotes a phase, reaction, or process that departs from full equilibrium. At the first level of departure, equilibrium phases are present, but their compositions are not in equilibrium except at the interfaces where there is more rapid diffusion than in the bulk; the interface is in local equilibrium. At the next level of departure, metastable phases are present and the interface is in local equilibrium. The metastable phases can be equilibrium phases with a nonequilibrium composition, or ones absent from the equilibrium phase diagram. In nonequilibrium there is a full breakdown of the local equilibrium approximation in the phases and at the interface, and the oxide composition is a function of the interface velocity. One has to use approaches such as extended irreversible thermodynamics [2] or the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of interfaces [3] . We show here that during corrosion, whether high-temperature oxygen, steam, aqueous, or other, frequently the interfaces move fast compared to the timescale for establishing local equilibrium, and a nonequilibrium approach is needed.
As general background on how these oxide films develop, starting from a clean alloy a thin oxide film develops with a potential gradient across it, as first described by Cabrera and Mott [4] . As the film thickness increases, point defects diffuse across the oxide driven by the chemical potential gradients and electric fields [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , until the film thickness becomes large enough that diffusion controls, as first described by Wagner [16] , and expanded upon by others [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In an aqueous environment, the film may never reach this limit due to dissolution at the oxide-electrolyte interface [23, 24] .
Throughout the existing literature, thermodynamically favored oxide phases are commonly assumed to form [25] [26] [27] [28] , or phases which are stable in Pourbaix diagrams [29] , for instance, pure nickel oxide and chromia for nickelchromium-based alloys [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , often enriched with alloying elements [35] [36] [37] [38] . One explanation is that during oxidation the more energetically favored (lowest freeenergy) oxides form first [25, 39] . As noted by Wagner [18, 40] and further developed by Chattopadhyay and Wood [41] , free energies do not explain the development of the oxide. Experimentally the initial oxide is sometimes a metastable variant that converts to the thermodynamically stable form with slower kinetics [42] [43] [44] [45] , suggesting Ostwald's step rule [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] where faster growing phases form first. For aqueous films there is extensive x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data [25, 51] , typically interpreted in terms of the thermodynamically stable oxides. For oxidation, x-ray or electron diffraction [43, [52] [53] [54] has been widely used to identify the lattice parameters of the phases which are then compared to known oxides.
There are two critical issues with the current literature. The first is interpretation of crystal structures from XPS measurements of local valence states or diffraction experiments. XPS is sensitive to the valence and local coordination, not the crystallographic arrangement of atoms. Hence a spectroscopic signature similar to that of a standard only proves that the local chemical environment is similar. Similarly, a lattice parameter and/or spacings close to a known standard only proves that the atomic arrangement is similar. To rigorously identify a phase one has to simultaneously determine both the crystallographic arrangement of the atoms and the chemical composition.
The second issue involves approaches to solving the transport equations for oxidation. These have chemical rate equations or some other boundary condition for how atoms cross the interface between the metal and oxide. Such formulations will lead to solute atoms being injected into the oxide; however, there is a physical inconsistency. In both oxidation and aqueous corrosion there is a moving oxidation front that combines point defect migration across the interface and physical motion of the interface. The interface therefore has an effective velocity proportional to the rate of incorporation of alloy atoms as cations in the oxide. As this velocity tends to infinity, a necessary constraint is that the chemical composition of cations in the oxide has to be that of the alloy, A second constraint is that as the interface velocity tends to zero, thermodynamics stable or metastable phases with compositions bounded by thermodynamic solubility limits have to be formed. Valid models have to obey these constraints, which requires a term for exchange of cations across the interface that is missing in conventional formulations.
A nonequilibrium formulation for the moving oxide interfaces correctly includes a velocity dependence. As we will show, the compositions formed can be predicted and calculated using a "nonequilibrium solute capture" framework based solely upon the ratio of the velocity of the interface and an effective velocity for equilibration. Independent of whether the phases formed follow Ostwald's step rule [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , or are those of lowest free energy, the composition is controlled by the metal-oxide interface velocity.
The systems herein are Ni-Cr-Mo alloys oxidized in air at intermediate temperatures in the range 500-800°C, as well as the same alloys passivated electrochemically in aqueous environments. While specific details varied with the particular alloys and treatment conditions, we will demonstrate that solute capture during oxide film growth is a general phenomenon. The main experimental tools used are transmission electron microscopy and atom-probe tomography (APT). We have examined bulk samples which were oxidized and then appropriate regions extracted using conventional sample preparation methods, as well as samples first prepared in the appropriate geometry for examination and then oxidized or corroded. More details are provided in Supplemental Material, Sec. I [55] .
Independent of whether the oxide formed by dry oxidation or in aqueous conditions, the first product is an oxide with a rocksalt structure (Fm3m). (We describe the oxides by both the crystallographic space group and chemical composition; both need to be specified.) Similar oxides have been reported in the literature, typically interpreted as nickel oxide since they have similar lattice parameters, with perhaps additional solute metal atoms at low concentrations. From electron diffraction data as well as high-resolution imaging (see Fig. S1 of Supplemental Material [55] ) the crystallographic structure is rocksalt (Fm3m), but examination using both APT and chemical analysis inside electron microscopes ( Fig. 1 for an aqueous sample) shows that there is very significant chromium and traces of molybdenum in the Fm3m oxide. Ignoring the low molybdenum concentration, the composition of this rocksalt (Fm3m) structure is Cr 1−x Ni x O y , with x ∼ 0.5. The oxygen content is approximately y ¼ 1.25 at the outer surface and closer to y ¼ 1 adjacent to the metal or for very thin oxides. This implies Cr 3þ at the external surface and Cr 2þ at the metal-oxide interface. This chromium content is significantly larger than the thermodynamic solubility limit of chromium doping in NiO [56] . According to equilibrium thermodynamics this oxide should phase separate into nearly pure rocksalt NiO (Fm3m) and corundum Cr 2 O 3 (R3c). It has not, neither during high-temperature oxidation, the aqueous corrosion, nor the days to weeks after sample preparation before examination by electron microscopy or APT.
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The rocksalt phase is not the only structure with a composition far from conventional thermodynamic expectations. For nickel-chromium-iron alloys and nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloys, an oxide with the corundum (R3c) structure has been reported [25, 51, [57] [58] [59] [60] , and assumed to be chromia with perhaps some nickel solute. We can verify the existence of an oxide with a corundum (R3c) structure; in some cases it is chromia Cr 2 O 3 (R3c), but in others the composition is Cr 2−x Ni x O 3−y , with x ∼ 1 (Fig. 2) . Here a sample was oxidized in situ at 700°C in 1 × 10 −4 torr of oxygen. A metastable R3c Ni 2 O 3 phase with the corundum (R3c) crystallography is well established [61] , so a metastable corundum Cr 2−x Ni x O 3−y (R3c) is feasible, but far from expectations based upon the published thermodynamic data. [ Figure 2 (a) is from an in situ experiment where Fm3m Cr 1−x Ni x O y was also observed [62] .] Figures 1 and 2 are for relatively thin films, so they could be artifacts of very thin oxide layers or short times. Figure 3 shows results for a sample annealed in oxygen for 24 h at 800°C, where similar results are found in oxide films more than 300 nm thick. Adjacent to the metal is an approximately 100 nm thick Cr 1−x Ni x O 1.5−x=2 rocksalt structure (Fm3m), then over this is nearly pure rocksalt NiO (Fm3m), with nearly pure corundum Cr 2 O 3 (R3c) at the outer surface. The same sample was examined after being stored for a year in air at room temperature, and had the same overall structure with indications that a small amount of corundum had started to form but rocksalt still dominated for the 100 nm thick region adjacent to the metaloxide interface; see Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material [55] .
While the most definitive evidence is local structural and chemical analysis, in situ atomic emission spectroelectrochemistry experiments support the chemical compositions observed in the electron microscopy and APT. These track the metal ions leaving the oxide at the oxide-solution interface versus those oxidized [63] (see Supplemental Material Sec. S3 and Figs. S3 and S4 [55] ). The concentrations are quantitatively consistent with those predicted by the solute capture model described later and the results in Fig. 1 , namely, rocksalt Cr 1−x Ni x O 1.5−x=2 (Cr 3þ and Ni 2þ ) with x ¼ 0.7.
The experimental evidence demonstrates the presence of nonequilibrium rocksalt (Fm3m) and corundum (R3c) phases with either Ni 2þ or Ni 3þ with dominantly Cr 3þ , possibly Cr 2þ very close to the metal-oxide interface, and chemical composition far from equilibrium. These are a result of what we call nonequilibrium solute capture at moving oxidation fronts as illustrated in Fig. S5 [55] , analogous but different from well-known solute trapping during solidification [1] . Differentiating the two is important. First, in solute trapping atoms add to a moving solidification front; hence, the velocity of the front is coupled to the rate of addition of atoms. In nonequilibrium solute capture, in addition to moving interfaces, either or both vacancies and interstitials are moving. Defining the interface by the location of the oxygen atoms, with the nickel-nickel oxide system the interface can be stationary but still have a net flux of nickel vacancies crossing it. Secondly, in solute trapping the free energy of the solvent drops whereas that of the solute increases. For instance, with rapid freezing of salt water, the free energy of the water (solvent) drops but that of the retained solute (salt) increases. In contrast, in nonequilibrium solute capture the free energy of both drop.
Two conditions are required for nonequilibrium solute capture. The first is that the free-energy change during formation of the oxide is negative [1] . (See also Supplemental Material Sec. S4 [55] .) As shown in Figs. S6 and S7 [55] , which combines literature thermodynamic data as well as specific density functional theory results, all oxides based upon combinations of Cr 2þ , Cr 3þ and Ni 2þ , Ni 3þ in both rocksalt (Fm3m) and corundum (R3c) crystallographies satisfy this first condition. Metastable solid solutions are possible across the whole compositional range. Considering just the rocksalt crystallography of Figs. 1 and 3 , the lowest free-energy oxide (per oxygen or metal atom) has the composition Cr 2 O 3 ; i.e., 2=3 of the cation sites in the cubic unit cell are occupied by chromium atoms. This composition was not observed experimentally because nickel atoms were captured in the rocksalt oxide. As also shown in Fig. S6 [55] , there is the possibility of having Cr 2þ captured in an Fm3m oxide which, rigorously, would be denoted as Ni 1−x Cr x O-nickel oxide is the solvent. The microscopy data in Fig. 1 suggest that this occurs at the metal-oxide interface. One can also have Ni 3þ captured in corundum R3c, which is Cr 1−x Ni x O 3 ; see Fig. 2 .
The second condition is that the interface is moving too fast for equilibrium to be achieved. (See Supplemental Material Sec. S5 [55] .) The extent of capture is parametrized
, where v a is the velocity of the cations moving into the oxide combining both the physical interface motion and the flux of atoms, which for a planar interface with no adsorption at the interface is is an interface diffusion coefficient for a Zener exchange of cations and a the hopping distance for exchange between the oxide and metal to equilibrate the composition of the oxide. Nonequilibrium phase compositions form when β ≫ 1 so long as the total free-energy change (condition 1 above) is negative [1] .
Turning to the values of β, for planar growth of NiO and using standard values for diffusion constants in the oxide ( [64, 65] and see Supplemental Material [55] ), Fig. 4(a) shows that capture of Ni is expected for a wide range of conditions during high-temperature oxidation (see also Supplemental Material Sec. S5 [55] ). It is also probable that β > 1, during electrochemical passivation, as shown in Fig. 4(b) ; except for very slow passive aqueous dissolution at <10 −7 A=cm 2 , the effective velocity of the corroding interface using a Faraday's law derived electrochemical interface velocity is faster than the rate of equilibration. This is consistent with our experimental observations. Our experimental observations and the model for solute capture predict that for many cases of oxidation and almost all aqueous conditions, solute capture for NiCr alloys is the norm, not the exception. The possibility of capture can be predicted using the free energies of the phases and values for the interface diffusion constant and hopping distance. Where there are competing solute capture phases, which of these will form for different conditions can in principle be predicted, as briefly outlined in Supplemental Material Sec. S6 [55] , which includes Refs. [1, 3, [62] [63] [64] . Expanded thermodynamic databases along with the model for solute capture open the door to deliberately forming oxides of novel compositions, and thus properties for a given application, for instance, better protection and thus significantly longer lifetimes in service.
To illustrate this, and the distinction of this model from the standard idea of cation injection during oxide growth, we will advance some predictions, with caveats that experimental validation is important. Almost all elements in the first transition metal row can form rocksalt oxides, so we tested using density functional theory calculations the thermodynamics of the comparable rocksalt oxides in the Sc 2x=3 Mg 1−x O and Al 2x=3 Mg 1−x O systems. As shown in Supplemental Material Fig. S8 [55] , both lead to metastable solid solutions, so are strong candidates for nonequilibrium solute capture. The free-energy change of a nonequilibrium solute captured rocksalt A 1−x B x O y can be written as
where the first two terms on the right-hand side are the free energies of formation of the single cation rocksalt oxides and the third is the mixing energy, which will depend strongly upon the difference in the ionic radii Δr Ion . The ionic radii across the first transition row are not that different. Since the free energies of formation of the single cation oxides are all significantly negative, ΔG NSC will almost certainly be negative; solute capture is likely to occur across the whole first transition row.
It can also occur with elements below the first transition metal row. To minimize the strain energy we expect higher valences so the valence and coordination specific ionic radii should be similar. For instance, molybdenum is a known beneficial dopant and has ionic radii of 0.83, 0.79 and 0.75 Å for sixfold 3þ, 4þ, and 5þ states, respectively, which can be compared to 0. 83 We suspect solute capture occurs in other solid-fluid or solid-solid chemical reactions, not just the formation of protective oxide films or rapid solidification. If the product is lower in free energy, and the reaction front is moving fast enough, the same science holds independent of whether one is dealing with ceramics, metals, semiconductors, or polymers. . FIG. 4 . Kinetic conditions for solute capture, in (a) for oxidation based upon literature diffusion constants and reaction rates as a function of exposure temperature and oxygen partial pressure in atmospheres for an oxide thickness of 5 nm and a hopping distance of 1 nm. The horizontal green plane is v a a=D i ¼ 1, the blue surface the ratio for different temperatures and oxygen pressures. For a wide range of conditions, oxidation is expected to lead to solute capture, consistent with the experimental results. In (b) a plot of the local electrochemical corrosion current density along x and the velocity of the oxidation front along y for a range of different processes in aqueous corrosion with the approximate diffusion velocity D i =a marked on the right for a ¼ 1.0 nm, assuming a field-affected diffusivity of 10 −20 cm 2 = sec; again solute capture will be common.
